
Session Feedback

Economic History Association 80th
Annual Conference Evaluation
* Required

The EHA hosted several different types of virtual sessions beyond traditional
keynote addresses and paper presentations. Please provide your feedback on
how effective they were in a virtual environment. *

Did not
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Would not
attend again

Neutral
Effective as a
virtual event

Prefer this
format to
live event

Business Meeting

Job Market
Session

Poster Sessions
(scheduled times
in meeting
agenda, not the
online gallery)

Awards Ceremony

Social/Networking
Sessions

Business Meeting

Job Market
Session

Poster Sessions
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online gallery)

Awards Ceremony

Social/Networking
Sessions

Our online platform had sections for graduate students to present research
posters and sponsors to exhibit their information. Please provide feedback on
these features.

Did not attend
Was not an effective

way to share
information

Was an effective way
to share information

Poster Gallery

Exhibitor Gallery

Poster Gallery

Exhibitor Gallery
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Need more time between sessions

Fine as is
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If you would like to share any comments specific to the special sessions or online
platform features, please do so below.

The following 2020 Annual Conference (EHA) were informative to James Curtis, Jr, 
i. 9/8, (presentation) practice (for presenters), and review of papers & scheduling 
(for all attendees), ii.ix. 9/11, Religion & Modern Economics, iii. 9/12, Underserved 
(Q&A with leading international Economic Historians), iv. 9/13, Dissertation 
Sessions (Q&A with the Editor of JEH), v. 9/13 Discrimination (Q&A with Leading 
US Economic Historians), vi. 9/11-13, introductions and greetings (to familiar EHA 
&  WAEHS Economic Historians, 1998-2020) using chat sessions, between 
presentations, & vii. Poster Sessions, including vii.1. International Economic 
History, vii.2.9. US Economic History, & vii.3. The Economic History of Religion, 
International.

How would you rate the time allowed between sessions?
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